
ABORIGINAL JOINT VENTURES

With careful planning, negotiation, & management, joint ventures

can leverage a First Nation a significant piece of the action

MIKE LEWIS

The term “joint venture” has been bandied about very loosely in recent

years, confusing this creative approach to partnership with much less

imaginative, far less empowering business deals. As a result, the strategy’s

import for community economic development organizations (CEDOs) has be-

come obscured.

This is unfortunate. For, skillfully negotiated and applied, joint ventures can

boost a CEDO’s velocity of investment, reduce its risks, and expand its capacity

to deliver profits, management influence, jobs, training, and small business oppor-

tunities to its constituency.

Not that the joint-venturing CEDO becomes expert in several businesses. Far

from it. If anything, it should concentrate on learning how to manage the development

process rather than running specific enterprises.

This article, largely excerpted from

the book Aboriginal Joint Ventures: Negotiat-

ing Successful Partnerships (CCE, 1992),

outlines the skills, attitudes, and proce-

dures you have to know to make joint

venturing serve your community’s long-

term interests to the full.

EVOLUTION OF A CONCEPT

In the early 1980s a typical joint venture

featured a First Nation government and a

truck company. The Indians contributed

money; the others contributed manage-

ment and equipment. The two parties

split the revenue 50-50 or in whatever

proportion they had contributed capital.

Such “joint venture” contracts usually

ran 2-3 years. The only real benefit gained

by local people was the money, which

dried up when the contract ended. They

did not participate in the gross revenues,

nor did they monitor the actions of their

joint venture partners who were running

operations. As a result, a company that

was making a fair buck could plunge a lot

of what should have been considered

profit into operational costs.

This sort of “joint venture” is still to

be seen in many parts of the country: a

short-term agreement that exists only to

fulfill a contract or to go after a specific

market. It does little to build the local

community’s capacity or economic base.

PLANNING

A joint venture that effectively contrib-

utes to the economic base of a First Na-

tion is guided by a strategic plan. Instead

of some marriage of convenience, the

agreement can then be a way to channel
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your strengths and extend the range of

your limited capital and expertise. Hav-

ing a strategic plan means several things:

� The community has a clear vision of

the future to which it aspires.

� TheCEDOhasbeenassignedamission,

policies, and goals consistent with some

economic aspect of the vision.

� CEDO leadership understands trends

in the local and regional economy.

� Goals have been specified to focus pri-

orities and the use of resources.

Joint ventures that are used to imple-

ment a strategic plan can have a powerful,

long-term impact. Each venture acts as a

brick in a greater structure, rather than

being an end in itself. Strategic clarity can

also have a major influence on partner

selection and on the terms of joint ven-

ture agreements.

But all the clarity in the world will not

close a business deal. How does a CEDO

with little or no money or corporate repu-

tation get the joint venture “ball” rolling?

INTELLIGENCE

Key to identifying business opportunities

and partners is a steady stream of infor-

mation known as intelligence. Intelligence

is research that has a will or intention

behind it. You use it and apply it.

If you are serious about joint ventur-

ing, intelligence encompasses everything

of significance that is going on in the local

and regional economy:

� What are the trends in each sector of

the regional economy?

� Who are the main actors in each

sector?

� Who is making money? Who isn’t?

� Where are the opportunities for new

venture development and/or acquisi-

tion of existing ventures?

A CEDO has to be in a position to

choose the opportunities and partners

which promise the greatest return for the

investment made. Each sector in which

the CEDO wishes to participate will have

key points and actors that must be iden-

tified before the CEDO can get its priori-

ties straight.

There doesn’t have to be anything sur-

reptitious about gathering intelligence.

Just listen to what people are saying about

a company or a development, check credit

ratings, read the papers and prospectuses.

Keep your ear to the ground.

BENEFITS

Intelligence equips a CEDO with the

information it needs to choose the ven-

tures and partners to go after. Principal

here are the benefits that each participant

could contribute and take home from a

venture.

To gain a partner, you have to identify

benefits and partners to whom those

benefits can be sold. That may involve

cash, or it may not. You may be able to

bargain for a share of the action on the

strength of your position, e.g., local intelli-

gence, government development policy

incentives, etc. Of course, you or the ne-

gotiators you hire also have to know how

to sell such benefits to prospective part-

ners.

To build your economy, though, you

must also capture from the deal the great-

est possible benefits for your CED organi-

zation.

Jobs are the reason most First Nations

are motivated to do business. But when

you spec a joint venture, you have to at-

tempt to capture the full range of bene-

fits. That means profit, participation in

management, and control - as well as jobs.

Intelligent negotiation can leverage even

a minor piece of equity into a strategy that

delivers to local people significant oppor-

THE 5-STAGE JOINT VENTURE NEGOTIATION PROCESS
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tunities for all three.

5 STAGES OF ACTION

The process of structuring a sound joint

venture can be understood in terms of

five stages. The first occurs largely out-

side the negotiation chambers and may

not draw to a close before negotiations are

well underway (see diagram). The other

four stages are definitely consecutive,

with each more narrow in scope and tech-

nical than the one previous.

Stage 1: Homework

This is the stage of strategic planning and

intelligence gathering. The CEDO deter-

mines what it wants to achieve in the long

term, how it intends to achieve it, and for

whom. It researches the short- and long-

term interests of its potential partners. It

defines the benefits it wants from a deal,

and then develops a negotiating strategy

and team to do the job.

The feasibility of the proposed ven-

ture must be proven and a business plan

completed before the deal is finalized.

Sometime before a final deal is con-

cluded, the CEDO also conducts due dili-

gence to make sure everything their

partner claims to be true is in fact true.

Stage 2: Establish the Agenda

This marks the opening of the negotia-

tions proper. Each party expresses what it

wants from the deal and what it can bring

to the deal. The discussion culminates in

an agreement about what is up for discus-

sion and what is not. Technically speak-

ing, it defines the scope of the discussion

to take place with regard to the Heads of

Agreement. The central conclusion to

reach is that a deal is not only desirable,

it is possible.

Stage 3: Negotiate & Sign the

Heads of Agreement

This crucial stage of negotiation clarifies

the major points of the final deal and

essentially expresses the intentions of

the parties towards one another. Put an-

other way, it translates the agenda and

subsequent discussion into the frame-

work of a relationship. A commencement

date for the business is set. This allows all

planning, contracting, and arrangements

for start-up to be initiated.

Stage 4: Structure & Negotiate

Shareholders Agreement

The shareholders agreement translates

the Heads of Agreement into legal lan-

guage and defines all other details rele-

vant to the joint venture company’s

operation. Lawyers are deeply involved at

this stage. Once signed, the shareholders

agreement is law as far as the joint venture

is concerned.

Stage 5: Structure & Sign a

Management Agreement

This agreement details how the opera-

tion is to be managed, including compen-

sation and reporting requirements. It is

usually kept separate from the sharehold-

ers agreement to give the parties greater

flexibility when dealing with manage-

ment problems. Otherwise, every adjust-

ment to managerial arrangements would

mean re-opening the shareholders agree-

ment - a legal nightmare worth avoiding.

NO QUICK FIX

Like any powerful, sophisticated tool,

joint ventures are not for the lazy or care-

less. There are too many examples of CE-

DOs getting mixed up in joint ventures

on impulse and irrespective of a strategic

plan in order to seize an opportunity “be-

fore it got away.” At best, this approach

creates businesses which deliver a few

benefits. At worst, it leads to ill-consid-

ered ventures which leaves the CEDO

burned.

Nor are joint ventures the answer to

every challenge a First Nation’s CEDO

faces. Community self-reliance is not a

product of shrewd corporate alliances

alone. It takes a well-organized and -man-

aged development corporation to weave

joint ventures into a sustained, long-term

strategy. Human resource development

strategies are critical. Small business and

entrepreneurial development have an im-

portant role to play in some communities

and regions.

That being said, joint ventures can

extend the reach of a community’s capi-

tal, add to its credit worthiness, and ex-

pand its opportunity and capacity to

participate in enterprise. They’re an ef-

fective way to leverage what you’ve got

into a process that can build a more self-

reliant community.�

MIKE LEWIS is executive director of the

Centre for Community Enterprise and edi-

tor of Making Waves.
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